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In a forthcoming report, Mikkelsen ' describes a computer program 
RESAB which carries out a multigroup calculation of the resonance absorp-
tion and flux spectrum in a reactor cell, using collision probability tech-
nique. His calculation scheme relies on the validity of certain approxima-
tions making possible very efficient computing. In developing such an ap-
proximate model there arises a natural need of checking the model or parts 
of it against some exact calculation method; in view of the complexity of 
the problem Mente Carlo seems to be the only practical way of performing 
such reference calculations. 
This paper describes a Monte Carlo FORTRAN IV computer program, 
AEK P-598 MCSUP, designed to calculate resonance integrals by the method 
of superposition. The superposition principle was developed and first put in-
2 3) 
to practical operation by Spanier and Gelbard ' '. MCSUP works fairly ef-
ficiently for most problems, and it is possible that it may be valuable also 
for other purposes than comparative. :•.•:•» -~. ,-^.•••*.« 
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM , 
, Consider an mfinite-cylisdrical reactor lattice cell wilh »«reMi'sec-
tion aa shown in fig, 1. The heterogeneous resonance »aphir« fa-obiswiBi, 
idealized to a two-zone configuration, the cladding zone being neglected. 
The fuel cylinder radius is a, and the lattice pitch is denoted d* The^cros« 
sectional areas of the two zones are A, • *a and Aj • d -A, . 
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where (i "„) i s the average slowing-down power of the cel l per absorber 
atom 9 ) . 
The energy band taken into account i s the interval E , * E * E con-
taining the resonance energy E . We assume that the flux at the upper 
energy cut-off i s an unperturbed 1/E-flur. The resonance absorption 
mechanism to be considered here concerns a single resolved resonance. 
The resonance cross sections are expressed by the single level Breit-
Wigner formulas and include the scattering interference and Doppler 
broadening. 
The scattering cross section of the moderator i s assumed to be inde-
pendent of the energy. 
3. THE RESONANCE CROSS SECTIONS 
The total microscopic cross section o of the resonance absorber 
may be written as a sum of a resonance cross section and an energy in -
dependent potential scattering cross section: 
° t - 0 r + 0 p «2) 
The resonance cross section Itself i s composed by an absorbing and 
a scattering component 
(3) 
The expression for e& and s read » " 
"a0"* °o- / ^"•'••W*1-£ ' <«> 
t l , , i * . ' . " ( > 1 . . ' 
sosM!-....-1 I fr •Xr.MA'- i 'it *> m l^'KvHj -"»IT » I ' l i f • -fi/'t-isuod ^aitaaii 
With • cK:i>as%i'< bm ffS btSKMmo'i ni* tindtui'f »S i lT .11*5 »itt 
<„<»» J 
qjcj - q ' 
u + iv • w i s the value of the complex error function corresponding 
to the argument 2 i) —^21 + i q. The complex error function may be de-
fined by 11) 
erf(») - erf(x+iy) « exp(-s2) [~1 + ^ f exp(t2) dt j (7) 
r n , r and r are the neutron, radiative and total widths of the level, 
respectively. The parameter o i s the value of o for E « E . It can be 
. . o r o 
shown that ' 
e -2.603-10 o 
2 r I 1.00897+A ) , _ n 1 
\ A / ' r E„ (8) 
The remaining parameters to be defined i s A. the atomic weight of 
the absorber; ,k i s Bettsmamt's constant k * 8.61-10~5 eV/°K. and T i s 
the absolute temperature. 
u and v » r e connected with the well-known formulas •<9, x) and 
x(B,x) defined in Dresner ', by toe relations 
• ( e , x ) - V ^ n » 





x • , . and * « 2 « 
• i ans 
(T) - cs 
. ' ? ) 
«^et;<wi sr rtriiiitsM w»ip<iiiiii|llti|»i M M miwiii»Wwte<iiM»Pj| 
• s i l B l é s s s M i t a l t t M M ^ i M y i t t t i i ^ 
i i l f sit—Hi mill ill mil BsaTef T _ I*'®««,« 
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4. THE SUPERPOSITION PRINCIPLE 
In this section we shall mainly follow Spanier and Gelbard ' Li giving 
a brief exposition of the superposition principle when applied to resonance 
absorption calculations. 
The superposition principle states that the flux produced by the sum 
of two s o u r c e is the sum of the fluxes produced, separately, tr- each 
source. This follows immediately from the linearity of the transport equa-
tion. The idea i s now that the problem ta be solved ("problem a") is super-
imposed by another problem ("problem p") in such a way that the sum 
problem has a simple analytical solution. Hence, the Monte Carlo work i s 
confined to problem p, and sometimes this method of attack leads to s ig -
nificant reduction of variance. 
This basic approach has to be extended a little in order to yield an ef-
ficient model for resonance calculations. Consider again fig. 1 showing 
the fuel zone R, and the moderator zone R_ with a reflecting boundary. 
As before we wish to solve problem a. The source Q s(B,r) in this prob-
lem i s a slowing-in density in both sones from above E„. Problem a has 
the solution (angular flux) F » F (E, r, u), where E is energy, r posi -
tion, and « the unit vector of direction. Above E . F i s assumed to be 
1 the unperturbed l/E-flux. We normalize in such away that F.:.» T—=T 
for E * E n . 
In the following it i s essential to distinguish between resonance and 
potential scattering in the fuel. The macroscopic fuel cross section i s 




DW«ow define a iJroM«B> #fl& the s e & i gétmétry «ut'witn'"a Rnrce 
«ttJ*o^flByi»'»j£»4* , » J V IHJ I-J,.!-«* Ji * St > '-r f i ^ s t n : art? IT? at<W| 
.sjiata SI»e 
fa the fuel. K»*e<cce i s present in the-a ioteeter . Let the ppoblena a 
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have the solution F „ . 
P 
the sum problem of a and p has the solution F™. Now, it is not 
F T itself that has a simple expression but that part of it, F-. , which 
has not yet undergone resonance scatterings. In fact. 
F T J E , r , » ) = I - 1 , E L * E « E U (13) 
To see this we write down the transport equations satisfied by F _ in 
R. and R_: 
E 
L F T u t E ' r ' u) "J d " ' / dE' Ipj (u- • ' , E' - E.r) F T u ( E ' , r , ••) 
+ ? L Q s ( E . r ) + - l - Q t ( E ) . r € R t 
and 
S 
L F ^ t E . r . ») « J d •< J* dE' Ife(<.- » ' , E ' - E .r) F^&'.n „') 
_ Qg(E,r) , r € R n (14) 
*pAu- « ' .E ' - E.r) i s tive differential cross, section for potential 
scattering in the fuel. The operator L i s defined by 
Otherwise Ok notation i s conventional. 
- 8 -
F a = F T u + F T S - F P ' r a + F T S - F p ( , 6 > 
It i s now practical to split up F into four components, according to 
the history of the flux. Let 
F . " F . (unscattered before exit, unreturned) 
p P 
+ F . (unscattered before exit, returned) 
P 
+ F„ (resonance scattered before exit) 
P 
+ F_ (potential scattered before exit), or 
VVu+'pw+'pw+'w (,7) 
'Exit" means here absorption in or escape from the fuel. By (16) and (IT), 
F
«
= 4 * E ' F P W > - F p u r - F p S P + F T S - F p s r ( 1 8 ) 
We are interested in calculating the resonance capture probability 
1 -p, or, enuivalently, the mean absorption rate per ccm in the fuel 
E 
(19) 
where 0 , of course, stands for a scalar flux and I symbolizes the two-
dimensional fuel region R. . The connection between. A^and P-p-im 1 
-j.it*ttis k»åipr*H » •5*Ji&«»* '»•B ar/Jjj IM) otai It:) htus (S ) to a-jiftst 
9 -
«*,> 
N A ] < t » 8 > 
A1+A2 
where N i s the number density of the absorber. 
Defining 
Jo • AT / " « / «" Vt»[i - V / H • 
E L *' 
E 
l\ '-h J" ** ! dpEaf<E)0pur(E'r) ' 
B L 1 
E 
^ • AT / ™ J * Eafm "•*«•*» ' 
. . , V.«L-. ..x 
J =
 XT / °' * 1 *• Eaf<E) [«»**> - V ] * 
then 
V-' io- 1 ! -^** 






'o g J T ^ ^ L V"> + T T ? « ( , - P O»> J ~å <**> 
-'- •• '.Ji&gft 
- 1 0 -
It can be shown that Ij is the absorption rate produced by an outgo-
ing source on the surface of the fuel 
Irf(E) nO-exp(-l- *.„{£))) 
« » I P * ->" -TSF Kjer1 P8) 
Here, 11 = <•>• n ) 0, n being the outward unit normal at the surface point 
P, and 1 is the backward intersection path from P in the fuel (due to the 
scattering interference, Q,p(E, •) may become negative at some ener-
gies, this tending to increase variance somewhat). Integrating (28) over 
directions gives Q'.(E) = , Q,p(E, ")du, which is proportional to the 
density function for selecting starting energies. It follows that ' 
Ew<E) 
Q ; ( E ) = . - E L _ . P O ( E ) (29) 
The Monte Carlo calculation of I', includes such starters which have 
been absorbed on their first collision. This contribution will in our model 
be deleted from i'. and included in the deterministic term i ' . In other 
words, we write 
t,-A-h,-h < 3 0 ) 
where now I is to be evaluated deterministicly and I, by Monte Carlo. 
One can show that 2) 
<E))j
 ( (31) 
where P* is the collision probability 2*8' from fuel to moderator. P* 
:*"M53. ",\t \ p *» ao**8ir-(i.'noi**j<r*t hfnnnoa al rloao-!«« oJisD 
1! 
Q,(E) = - S L _ j _ P o » - T« (PG(E) - P (E» j (33) 
Hence, to sample Ij we have to pick the starting energy from (32) and then 
sample an »from (28). How these steps are carried out in detail is dis-
cussed in sec. 5. However, if a starter is absorbed on its first collision, 
it i s rejected: a new «• is sampled from (28) without changing E. 
The next term in (26). I j , is generated by neutrons which are potential 
scattered before exit. The mean rate of audi scatterings are 
^(E) = _ £ ^ (, - Po(E)) ^ (33) 
From I^CB)! we pick a starting energy. Then a starting point P is se> ' 
lected uniformly in the fuel and an tt with isotropic distribution. H the 
starter leaves the fuel on its first flight it is rejected! without changing 
E we sample a new P and a new a. Otherwise we regard its grat f olHaifin 
aa a potential scattering. Subaeqient sampling proceed conventionally. . 
The last term to be computed by lionte Carlo is 1 (ea, (25))., We show 
that this term requires two Monte Carlos, Left us define , „ _ ...
 ; ,.,,.,,:. 
r
* S ' F T S - F 6 S r <**> 
Br writing down the transport equations for F r a and 7 « , oat sees that 
> r ^ r a • - ' . ~ 'J , ^ *Z~^ . - , _ - i ' *""< !****• * JU ZIJ& 
j,Fat(a%rtti^ • • / * « ' / **' h£" •'•»*'•* *»*> ^ g t e * * * ! * ^ 
. , i . , , - J L , , „ ' # ! ' ' w *•* eaaa-jj «wi»(fl 
i-i . T. r-- -. -. . ... mt- _t.i .t-nnS««**8' way fc« 
ir4 iis-»i . « n tti - sT-SUaf'Aryr i" ' t u j i ?«r«mc«r«*K;«o«; ttéitfwt 
«*« C2 • » - 5 , . I t e «a*d%h>ry «*•»;*. w « « « # ^ * * f t » ^ J 6 f t S * ^ „ 
i - s«/luWwW. <g«o-3 .ftrieo; yUrtaW a K^ å fgnyf j 
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E 
LFAS(E.r,u) = Jdtf J dE' ES(«.B'.E' - E,r) F^IE1,r,»'). 
EL 
r € Rn (85) 
Hence, F . g is generated by resonance scattering in R. in the flux F-pu'^ Buu* 
One can show that this latter quantity itself satisfies a transport equation, 
L [ F ^ O S . r, -) - Fpuu(E. r. -) j - ^ . • * € • , (86) 
and 
F T u (E ,r p . . ) - Fp u u(E,rp , „) = ^ L (37) 
where r_ is a point of the fuel-moderator interface, and u is an inward 
direction (n>n ( 0 ) . 
Bqs. (38) and (3?) reflect the fact that **TU-*'AUU is produced by the' 
]<jlnt action of a uniform Isotropic volume source Ipj/4 HE and an inward-
directed surface source irith strength » n/4nE . 
:
 This leads to the following procedure for the calculation of the corre-
sponding components, I3 and I 4 , of J, In the Ig-case we write 
EPf hté** 
Q,(E) - - » (1 - P 0 » ) ^ g ^ . . (SB) 
select an energy from |Q»(E) | and proceed just as in the Ij-case (cf. 
eq. (33) et seq.), but her« we force the starter to resonance-scatter in 
t h e f s ^ A w ,'.*f';... .'•'- / * 1 , ' . ; * '* '''". , '•:..; •••* : • i "l'U'-'' '"> ;• '-• v w ,'; ,*">-••,< ''l • i 
In the I4 -case we write 
• . » , , P j a ) ;>-< #?% -- V""- • "> •, (r A i - -
> over ttt|jf»nr>i fe'tfcw H ^ i j ^ l t t S l W J i l *» * • *»**»»» »»* 
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otherwise this sampling is quite analogous to the I, -case. The first col-
lision is forced to be a resonance scattering in R- Bereafter, the sampling 
proceeds conventionally. 
To recapitulate, we have expressed the rate of absorption A. as a sum 
of five terms 
V J o 
where I '•an be evaluated by quadrature, but I . , 
one Monte Carlo. In the following section we discuss some problems in con-
nection with the Monte Carlo sampling. 
V*3' 
(40) 
I. each requires 
5. MONTE CARLO SAMPLING m MCSUP 
5.1. Sampling of Initial Energy 
From the formulas (32), (33), (38), (39), it is seen that the Monte 
Carlo for each of the four terms I , , Ig, I j . I4> requires an initial energy 
sampling from a density function proportional to some known function <HE), 
How this is done ie shown schematically in fig. 2. <J(E) Is approximated by 
a step function corresponding to a division of the energy interval E , * E « E^ 
in 1000 equal subintervals (only 8 shown in fig. 2) with step heights eqoaj^o 
^(E) taken ^ the subWerval midpoints. This matches the discre^ cross,, 
d s j k s J & g a i j ^ j B ^ ! ^ ^ *strfbuti^ function F(E) qftte 
To increase Speed ws s r ^ r t&^.W-<>^*Mm**Fm'$mf** 
representation C i corresponding to a division of the interval 0 { { I 1 in 





5.2. Surface Source Sampling 
Having selected the initial energy one turns to sample the source posi-
tion and direction. Starters of types 2 and 3 (cf. sec. 4) have an isotropic 
and uniform volume distribution which is easily sampled, while the type« 1 
and 4 have an outgoing, resp. ingoing surface source distribution, which 
is considered in more detail now. As the surface positions are selected 
from a uniform distribution, we need only discuss the direction sampling. 
Because the sampling is quite similar in the two cases, we consider only 
the outgoing source (type 1). 
The relevant sampling formula is (28), which now, when position and 
energy is known, reduces to 
Q(«) = a [1 -exp(-i(»)-«] , (41) 
apart from a constant factor. As before, n » ••n, and 1(H) is the back-
wards intersection path in the fuel. 
A straightforward way would be to sample • from either an isotropic 
or a cosine distribution and adjust the weight of the starter according to 
(41). Fluctuating weights have, however, a deleterious influence on vari-
ance, unless the fluctuations reflect the importance of the events '. 
A better alternative seems here to be a cosine sampling combined with 
rejection2'"'. As we then sample from a distribution proportional tc j : , 
the quantity in square brackets in (41) governs the rejection. Hence we pick 
a random number C and accepts or rejects the starter according to the 
events 1 - exp(-l(«)- Z) > ( . lb case of rejection a new »-sampling is 
carried out. The efficiency for this rejection is supposed to be Mgh, be-
cause the rod for most initial ener gies is fairly black 2 i . 
*. r. Coveyoo Sampling from Truncated liipcoential ': '' •'•'-• 
As mentioned in sec. 4^  starters of ^rpe 4 are forced to resonance. 
^^mtbfJ^Xm leads natorajljf to sampling from a tnnic.at'ed, ox-
DGDssssstlsnehi 9R!ssu I s W •sssBHusSa^sf .CusBCt&asaSi 
* IVUi HHrTlG>iT!Ry»W4wffl5T!!T»j'Jo ,•>' V&T •>;:;«.'£* "<"»' E'"• »ral [vs.njqi: 
•^ j J# t t iSs» •-!•*# w i t ' fl. VjgtssziuAi.:; «,if -SOS , . ) -n.'.'ii- l'.q.-ne* e *iau x~tiiln 
* fte)« T» . . . 0 « x'< 1 ' . * US}' 
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where 1 is the path from the source point to the rod intersection point along 
the flight. With a random number C. the standard sampling formula corre-
sponding to (42) becomes 
-jr log [ l - CO - exp(- a» (43) 
involving both a log- and an exp-calculation. Here, an alternative sampling 
formula due to Coveyou is used ~*'B*20': 
• • t ^ L ^ j («> 
UDR stands for the undivided remainder, e.g. DDR ( 1 3 , W ) =1.83. 
5.4. Conventional Transport g»Anyii*g 
Apart from the special methods discussed above and the choice of 
estimator (see 5. S), the sampling of the neutron transport and energy de-
gradation processes elapses quite conventionally sad will not be discussed 
here; details will be found elsewhere 2 ' , 4 ' , s ) . However, it should be quite 
easy to follow the various steps on the computer code print-out reproduced 
in Appendix HI; it is hoped.that the rather numerous comments will facili-
tate tads work. 
5.5. Choice of Estimator 
Before the program reached its final {orm, some experimental^ was 
done,jto.f#nd an efficient estimator for the resonance absorption,, Three 
estimators were tried. | ^ .':i-<ja.-ii-,,:- _~-i, 
.2) 1) The Wasov estimator"' with forbidden absorption and correspond-
ing weight reductions at rn'Hsiwi«. History termination only by 
Jg^^SS^Bi'lWsstntlt12^ -« - »»'^a '..«»:}'.va*-p««s]e*t of S for * 
I f t i 
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track length estimator refers to an analog random walk process. Scoring 
takes place every time a neutron collides in, or escape from the fuel, 
after the following rule: 
a) When a neutron starts at the fuel point P (a source or scattering 
point, or a point on the fuel boundary)and thereafter escapes un-
collided at E or scatters at S, then the scoring is I • d where 
d is the track length PE or PS. 
b) When a neutron starts at the fuel point P and is absorbed in the 
fuel at A (whereby the history is terminated), then the scoring 
is 
£ l-exp(-£,d) l^d+l } 
_". . * * (45) 
Et l-exp(-Etd) 
where d - FE, E denoting the hypothetic escape point if no collision had 
occurred. (45) is constructed by averaging the estimator Z&- PA over 
all possible A2'. 
5.6. Statistical Processing 
ui order to carry out a statistical analysis of the Monte Carlo data, 
histories are collected in groups of 500 each. How many groups that are 
processed depends on the user's choice of computing time (see 6.1). 
Group averages are calculated, and from these a final average and a 
sample variance is found (a confidence analysis based on Student's dis-
tribution is not carried out). Finally, the "statistical quality" Q is cal-
culated (see •. 2). 
The statistical procedure har to be modified a Httle by the introduc-
tion of the optimization device discussed in Appendix VUL 
6. CALCULATION W I T R T l & * l 6 f l « i l l i » ! W ^ »> 
».1. Preparation of iBjnt Data 
...---" .-luiiin; 3a-» iiijii-i! -iif.-tt biilibom artT It 
f the FOBTRAXIV program P-5M MCSUP la prepared 
|! sTlMsT sf?la iti ÉaHsVlaTtTfr " " gnail3'-ilDin^ "u0 f^9.}" 
*T7 , s " ' • isfesfesg & tnsotentttf tins saw *sismM«» *i«T jtvm mint 
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pure hydrogen as the moderator, and anisotropic moderetor scattering is 
taken into account. Format and type of data items are derived from the 
sheet. The first item is the problem no; a negative problem no. stops the 
computations. The two integers in the next line are: random initial number 
(any nine-digit integer "will do) and the number m of different nuclide types 
in the moderator (here m » 1). The next two lines in the sheet contain real 
numbers; they are (in the notation previously used): E , E , E. , o 
r n* r
 v« A, T, a, d, number density of absorber x 1024, maximum time 
tinax- A31 ener^-eB »*« 1" eV. t m a x is given in minutes and refers to the 
time spent in the Monte Carlo phase of the problem; to be safe, the user 
should not choose a tma greater than t. b - 2 where t. . is the maximum 
time in minutes stated on the job request card (this rule is relevant for cal-
culations on the IBM 7094 at NEUCC in Denmark; modifications may be 
necessary for other computing centers). Hereafter come m data lines, one 
for each nuclide type in the moderator. Each line contains three real num-
bers and one Integer: atomic weight, cross section (barn), number density 
x 10 , and the scattering mode I which is 0 for isotropic scattering on that 
nuclide and 1 for anisotropic scattering. 
As here only a single job is to be executed, one has written -1 in the 
last line. 
6.2. Interpretation of Output 
} i ' 
The result for the sample problem given by the input data in Appendix I 
appears in Appendix IL 
The output interpretation should follow immediately from the text given. 





tet «&* £»i 
e*5 sawqri 
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6. 3. Solutions of Various Problems by MCSUP 
In the following is collected resul ts for MCSUP calculations for a 
number of problems. Actually, many of these resul ts have been produced 
by earlier (and less efficient) versions of the code. Due to these variable 
conditions, computing times and qualities a r e not stated. 
The computations were cat r ied out on the IBM 7094 at NKUCC, Lyngby, 
Denmark. 
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(for compound moderators index 1 refers to the light component). 
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Configurations 4, 5, 6 a re , virtually, isolated fuel rods . In all the calcu-
lations to be presented, the absorber was assumed to be U-238 (N = 
0. 046974, T = 300°K). 
The MCSUP resul ts a r e given in the table below. Concerning the sca t -
tering mode I (cf. 6.1), this refers for compound moderators to the light 














































































































































0. 87507, 0_ 4 
0.106421 0_4 
0 .36188, 0 _ 5 





0. 79003, 0 _ 5 
0.10450,0_4 
0 .10318, 0 -4 
Standard 
dev. 





0. 0 0 3 1 , 0 _ 5 
0. 0000453 
0. 00097,
 Q . 3 
0. 00090, 0 .3 
0.00014,0_4 
0 .00238, 0 .4 
0.00015,0_4 
0 .00111, 0 .5 
0 .00105, 0 _ 5 
0. 005811 0-6 
0 .00114, 0 .4 
0.000151 
0.00174,0_7 
0 .00157, 0 _ 7 
0.00016,0_4 
0.000151 0_4 
La te r experiences indicated that these estimates of a were low, in many 
cases by bVh or more. This underestimation was traced back to th« history 
averaging in groups (cf. 5.6). The earlier MCSUP versions had a group size 
of 100; due to fluctuations Induced by the negative starters this Is too*»all 
cal analysis requires. The present value of 500 has eliminated or grsstfy r s -
duced the underestimation of o . : • ' , . ,« 
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7. POSSIBLE GENERALISATIONS 
The MCSUP program in its present form has a number of limitations, 
arising from the fact that the code hitherto has served purely comparative 
purposes. It should, however, be possible to remove some of these l imi-
tations fairly easily, if the need occurs. 
First, the lattice cell was assumed to be square, but implementation 
of the hexagonal geometry requires only moderate changes in the main 
program and in the collision probability subroutine PINCA (cf. Appendix V). 
The same is true for the inclusion of a cladding zone around the fuel (the 
RESQ-2 program ' works in hexagonal geometry with cladding). 
Next, the resonance absorption has been confined to single resonances 
for a single absorbing nuclide type; one could perhaps desire an extension 
to a mixture of absorbers with quite general resonance cross sections 
(probably to be read in from tape). Although possible, this extension would 
call for fairly much editorial programming 
Inclusion of non-absorbing materials in the fuel region would, in con-
trast, be very easy. 
Concerning the sampling method, a useful extension would be to intro-
duce some sort of correlated sampling, which could improve the possibility 
of studying differential effects (e. g. the difference between isotropic and 
anisotropic moderator scattering). A simple way to apply correlated sam-
pling i s to force the corresponding histories in the two calculations to be-
gin with the same random number '. In any case, correlated sampling r e -
quires a considerable extension of the statistical analysis. 
8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The present report has discussed a Monte Carlo method, based on the 
superposition principle, devised to calculate the resonance absorption in a 
reactor lattice cell. 
The relevant feature« of the corresponding FORTRAN IV computer 
program MCSUP (AEK P-598) have been treated, including instructions for 
tike use of the code. 
The results of a serial of problem« solved by MC8UP hftre been pre-
sented. 
- 21 
The experience from the work has been that the calculation efficiency 
proved to be quite high for most problems. 
As MCSUP was intended as a reference program, it i s no* able to solve 
general resonance problems; as indicated in sec. 7, however, .this restric-
tion could probably be removed by extension of the model in various ways. 
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LOUER ENER6V I WIT- 0.300006 01 
12 A P P E N D I X J T : RESULT FOR S A ^ P L E PROBLEM 
CAtCULATION AF3IR SPANIERS SECMO METHOD 
.^H3TUL MTCOR« S5SS9S993 
\~> • r r 
JbStHMCRATOR NUCLIDE TYPES- 1 
a w f t a o ^ o . » T O o « B o i UPPER ENERGY U M T - O . I * O O O E 02 
tJL *e»TTER1»« CROSSSICT10H OF ABSORREN- 0.9S000E 01 
•ClSMWrOZ SANNA-SANNA- 0.24600E-01 
sXWKfEtfHTrOPiMStRBER- 0.23000E 03 
OR NQMMTOR- 0.30000E 03 
HI PITCH- 0.26907E 01 
DP ABSORBER NUCLEI- 0.449T4E-01 
Tsj fp 13^00 HINUTES 
n^ssa™" 02 HURKR DENSITY 0 . M 4 3 M - 0 1 SCATTERIN6 MOE 1 
f t « E TERNS TO RESONANCE INTE6RAL 
OxMOSTt 01 
• M E t TERN- 0.12M3E 00 
tan- 0.1M64B 01 
% . T E « H . * * * * * * 
. # - ; • 
1*0 
0^1T91E-01
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43. APPENDIX HI: COMPUTER CODE PMHT-QUT 
CCPNCN/C0M2/ETA,ER fAl,A2 f A3,A4aSPA,CONCA 
COImON/CQMa/U.V. l l .S lNZ. IX.TCCEIJOOOl. tSimiOOOI.AHISI , A S Q P L I ( 5 I , J 
CCWNON/COH*/PItDIAt£HM lRK IFtNVS(«e) 
CCPKCN/CCN5/R01 
DIMENSION PMItOOO)iSIGT( ieCC>,SIGSR(1000) a SAST(1000) ,TLCG{1000> a 
10EOt lOOO I 4) a EOt lOOO,4) I RINT(S) a PRESi5 ) t aPRS»4) a TDELC4l a ISNAX(2 t 4) 
2 ,SMNI(S) a $MNA(5) f CCNCNf5) a RKSIR(5) a ALHfS) a aHALNt5) f RAND(S) 
3 , I A K I S ( g ) 
LOGICAL LABEL 




M t FOFHA-IISEIO.E) 
1*9 FCFMAT(3E10.5 , I10 I 
*R1TE(NOUT,101) 
tO t FORPATIlHOtSAMSUPERPOSITICN CALCULATION AFTER SPANIERS SECCNO METH 
100) 
M REA0<«IN,200)IPNO 




REACTt>IN,20IlERtEU fEL>SPA>G»l lE6aAA lT lRCI>RK2>CCNCA tTIDNAX 
00 C3 I M t l N O D 
( 3 R E « 0 ( l > I l i a t 9 9 ) A » ( I l t S * N I t I ) , C C I > C M C I > a I * M S ( I ) 
«R I T E I N O U T , 10311PNO 
U 3 FOFNATUHl.lOHPWOBLEM NO,13) 
«R ITEINOUT, 10411X 
104 FORMAT! lH0t23HRANDCM IN IT IAL INTEGERS, 110) 
«R ITE f NOUT i U 9 ) I MOD 
105 FCFMAT(lH0a34HNUNBEi: OF MOCERATOR NUCLICE TYPES«, IE) 
VRITE(N0UT,10e)ER,EU,EL 
tO« FOFRATllHO.lTMRESONANCE ENERGY*,EJ2.5,»X,l9Hl)f>PER ENERGY L I M I T * , 
IElZ.5a3X,19HLOWER ENERGY L I H I T > 1 E I 2 . 3 ) 
WMTElHOUT. IOmPA _ " 
lOT P0R*>T(IK0,4éHPOTENTIAL SCATTERING CROISSECTIO* OP ABSORBER«,E12.5 
•- I ) '- - - -
,; kRITE(NOUT,10S)GI>,GC 
2J0 FCFRATfJHO,*nGA)IMA-N. , E 1 2 . * , 3X ,12t-G,aNMA-GANMA« , E 1 2 . » I 
* «1iITElNDIIT |109lAA . 
109 «CFP«fllH0r2CHATOMIC WEIGHT CF ABSCRBER'.E12.S) -
* * R I ? £ ( N O t f T , U O ) T _: . - • : * ; . . . 
110 FCFfcrTUttO.alHTEMPBRATURE CF:*0DERAfCR»tEl£«S4 
* V R I ^ l N O U T r U D R S l r J W a '. "~ " Z- ". £ "'"' ;. 
Ht FCKn»V( lMT; > -THa'8t«f< ,e32.B > 3! t ,6HPIT€t l« ,E l t .S) ' i « 
r- wiTE|N^Ti^»»i«j»e» ~. i -,. z '.-- ... „• H 'i i z 
M« 9Cffttttm&l*&k$l11#-lt&l QP ASSCRBEf f.UCLet«,El<VS) ... -„ 
« T. ^•^-X'SJ.-ST. J h r S • 3t <* ..„ » -- .- s - s -I i •».' « 
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«RITE(NnUT,113ITI0MAX 
113 FOFN«T(tH0,t3HKAXINUN TINE« , F C . 2 f 2X,Tr>»> IKLTES) 
« R I T E | N 0 I I T t l I 4 ) 
| I 4 FOFtMTtlHO.UHPODERATOR CA1A) 
« R I T E ( N O U T , t l 5 ) 
U S FCFNATflH , |2HAT0NIC HEIGHT ,4 X ,12MCSCSS«ECT I 0 N . 4 X , 14HNUHBER OEMS IT 
1Y|4X,1SHSCATTERING PODE) 
OC C4 I * 1 , I N 0 D 
64 « R I T E | N O U T , l l e ) A M | I ) f S N N I ( I l t C C N C M ( I ) , I A K I S l I ) 
116 FOFNATlIH
 f E 1 2 . 5 l S X , E 1 2 . 5 , 4 X , E 1 2 . 5 , l l X a I 2 ) 
RK*FK2/2a 
P I * 3 . I 4 1 S 9 2 « S 
TCPI=2 .»P I 
OC 250 11=1 ,1000 
R E F L O A T ( I I ) / I P O 0 . - 0 . O 0 C 5 
«RCL=TOPI»R-PI 
TCOSUD^COSIARGU) 
T S I K ( I l ) = S I N t A R G U ) 
250 TLGGl ID-ALOGlR) 
«'GN4GG 
ETA*G*SORT(AA'0.0013r?6/ lSER) 





DELE- leU-EL )S1000 . 
A4>£.*ETA/G 













C IA«2 . *R01 
F l ! 0 » R O l * * 2 
*REAl«Pt*RlSa 
AREA2*RK2**2-AREAI 
C M L 1 « 4 » * A A / { A A + 1 » ) * * 2 
R K S I I « 6 , / | 3 . * « A 4 2 . ) 
«01B«SKSII*SPA**AREA1 
SHM'O. 
CC CC I s ] , I M O D 
• SCPL lCD 'AMI t ) * * 2 4 1 . 
S * F A ( n * C O M C M | I ) * S N « i m 
tt+'sMHmkHi'''' '*: 
CPACPt r1 *<» t T»A* i r t / lA iT t I )+ l . ) »»2 
R K i t p T i i - i r . - - " * " " ' 
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I F C A » ; i J . G T . 1 . 5 | R K S i m i l » l . * A L N < I ! / C « A L » U » « A l . 0 S I » U M I 
66 S0US»SOUR«KSI»m»S«"«Cl l *»"««« 
CALL PINCA 
IF I IOCD.EO.tlGOTOe? 
O »»08 U = S B W l l i / S M * 
DC <8 1*2 ,1*00 
6 1 RAM>(I>*RAM>(l - t l *SN9UfI |SSHN 
67 COEF«DELE/C0NCA 
DC i l 1*1 ,1000 
H l ' I 
f«ÉL«0ELE«(Ml -0 .5 l 





DMt I t l l »ASRF* |PZERO-SASTIH* IPZE i :a -PSTARl l /E 
H2«SPAM»ll.-PZERO|/STF/E 
OE«ll,S»«ASRF*M2 
CS-ABSISICSRlt l ) 




DC 82 L » l , * 
R I N T f L l « 0 . 
DO S2 t ' 1 , 1 0 0 0 
52 R I H ( L 1 « R I N T I L 1 * 0 E 0 ( I , L ) 
CO S3 L « l , 4 
J » l 
M ' O . 
1-8*0.0005 
SUR'O. 
CO 54 1*1,1000 





M 1 » I - 1 
e a | J , L l « E L « 0 E L E * I I H S - M 3 l / C H 4 - * 3 l « < l l 
J«J«1 
M ' F L C A T ( J l / I O 0 O . - 0 . 0 C 0 e 
CC10SE 
•4 COHTINVE 
C 3 CCKTINUE 
TC«0. 
J « l 
00 318 M « l , 2 
THA»T1DMAX/1«. 
0 0 310 L » l , 4 
IF lN .E0 .2 )TMAX«TDei lL l ' ' 
I l ' f l 
< # U TINEUSTARTI ' . - » , . - . • -
11 R I K O . : ' "•'•'• ' 
. - M 8 
^ZL. *• . . -££&. ., _ 
I I 
- 2 9 
1EVEN*1 
ez M K « I 
IFfK.EC.NMAX+1 IGOTCEC 
C INITIAL ENERGY 
LACEL*.FALSE. 
IEVEN*-IEVEN 
IF I1EVEN)60 ,60 ,61 




£2 I 1 * 1 0 0 0 . * R » 1 . 
E * E Q C I l . L l 
I * I E - E L ) / O E L E * l . 
GCTOI20C,202 ,202 ,203 ) ,L 
C STARTER OF TYPE 1 
C INITIAL DIRECTION RELATIVE TC SL'RFACE KCRKAL 
2C6 »6*SJ,C-NI1.,SIGT(IJ-SPAM1 
LAEEL'.TRUE. 






S I h J - l . - W » « 2 
C REJECTION CALCULATION 
H2*0EXF>(DIA*U1/SIN2*SIGTI I | I 
CALL RANDLIIXfRI 
IF (H2.LE.RIeOTa20T 
V l s H l * T C O S ( I l l 
C IN IT IAL SURFACE POSITION AND CORRECTtCN CF DIRECTION 
CALL RANOLlIXfR] 
I 1 - 1 0 0 0 . * R 4 1 . 
C0SV«TC05( I1 I 







C STARTER OF TYPE 2 OR 2 
C IN IT IAL POSITION IN ZONE 1 




t l ' l O 0 0 « * R * l . 
» E C 4 T C 0 S U 1 ) _•: 
V * * C * T S I N f M > 
CALL ISO 




WJ' M 4'3MA 414« > 
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C REJECTION CALCULATION 









C STARTER OF TYPE 4 
C INITIAL DIRECTION RELATIVE TO SURFACE NORMAL 






SINS«l . -»**2 












L'«C0SV»U1- S I NV*V» 
V*SINV»UI+COSV*VJ 
C COVETCU SAMPLING OF I N I T I A L RESCNANCE SCATTERING I N ZONE I 
CALL RANDL( IX,R) 
1 I - I 0C0 . *R+ I . 
t- l«-TL0G(II) 
11.HI/H2 
« « I l 
RL«tHl-H3*HS1/SIG M I ) 




«C«SI«NU. t SI«SR( IU 
K.l 
C NO« BEGINS COMMON HISTORY BLOCK 
C SAMPL IMS OF ENERGY AFTER SCATTER I KG Ih ZONE I 




C ISOTROPIC CIRECTION ZONE t 
CALL ISO - ' . ' 
C PAT* LfNGTI- IN ZONE I 
31 -
6 CALL RANDLIIX,R) 
11 = 1000.»R+U 
RL—TL0G(I1)/SIGT(I I 










C MODIFIED TRACK LENGTH SCORING IN CASE OF PASSAGE 
RE!«RES*WG*SAST(I)*SIGT(I)*SL 
C01OS 
C COLLISION IN ZONE 1 




C SCOIF IEC TRACK LENGTH SCG5ING IN CASE OF ABSORPTION 
HI»SL*SIGT(I) 
l-2*OEXP(Hl) 
RE!*RES«WG*SAST( I ) * ( l , - f l . -HS)* (Hl+t . ) ) /HZ 
G010S2 
C SCATTEFINC IN ZCNE 1 
IT IFILABEDGOT019 






C PATH LENGTH IN ZONE 2 
5 CALL RANOL(IX,R) 












CCTO« ' - f 4 
C DIRECTICN TOWARDS OUTER iCUNCAFY ' ' * ' 
T i l l > - > * > - ' . • < 
M'SlCMRK.U) . . - . - J -
TX«(Ml-X»/U ""•' . . < - • •••'•-< <,' • - . - ' ' . ' • " r ' ' " ' 
H»S1CMRK,V) ' J . * ! " « * ! 
TY. |Ht-Y»/V 1 '•>'"• ( ' - ' ' M I M 
T.TY ' ' • »i**"* l»t<» 








l F I T X - T V d O t l l t t l 





C ENER4Y SAMPLING FOR ZONE 2 COLLISION 
9 CALL F-ANDLlIXtR) 
IFtlMCO.EC. DGOT069 
DC 70 J-liIMOD 
70 lFlR.LT.RANDt.n>GOT071 
71 H | . 0 . 
I F U . G T . 1 )H1«RAND( J - l ) 
R»«R-* l ) / IRANDtJ)-Hl l 
6« E*E*ll .-R*OHALH|Jl) 
IF(t . lT.ELlGOT082 
1«IE-EL)/DELE»t, 





C ISOTROPIC DIRECTION ZONE 2 
IF( lANIS(Jl .Ea. l )G0TO72 
CALL tSO 
GCTC5 
72 CALL ANIS 
GOIOS 
80 1S-1S41 
PR I ISJ-RES 
CALL 11NCH SLUT) 
TlO«rLOAT«ISLUT-ISTART)/36C0. 




00 tg I - l . J S 







M * M * K 3 . • •> ' • 
H6«SORT((H*-Hl**«)/<P->-l.)>*H3 • I ti 
ISMAX(M,L)«tl ' - • - • « - t i - i - i 
WI».ea . l )60WE7 • v.i*-'-»fl'»r 
WISMAXdfL) - *r .T 
- 3 3 -








H « 0 . 
CC 353 L» l t4 
3E3 M>M*DPRStL) 
DC 3!A L M i 4 
TOELlL)=TIDMAX*|nPBSlL)/Hl-0.C«25l 
3E» IF ITOEHL) .LT .O . r )TDEHL)=0 .2 
3S2 C^TINUE 
P«FRES(S)-PRESd)-PPES(2)*FRES{3l-fPi:ES(«) 
H l *C . 
CC 351 L = l i 4 
351 Hl«hHDPRS(L)**2 
CP-SORT(HI) 
le -JP/0P)**2 /TO/60.» 'J .S 
kfi ITE(NnuT t I21) 
121 FCmAT(lH0t^2HCCNTRIBUTICN OF THE FIVE TERMS TC RESONANCE INTEGRAL 
1) 
kF.IT£(N0UT tI22)PRES(5) 
122 FCF*»T{1H ,37»DETERMINIST1C TER*= ,E12.S» 
HfilTElNnuT t l23}PRESIlliOPRS(1I 
123 FCFMATI1H »37HNEGATIVE OUTIIBC SURFACE fCURCE TEqM' tE12.S,3X t 
i iCM>eviATioN=,et2. i> 
kRI1FlKOUTtt24)PRES(2),OPRS(2l 
124 FCFMATIIH ,37HNEGATIVE VOLUME SOURCE TERM* ,E I2 .S t3X , 
110»OEVIATIONs,el2.£l 
>lBITt(NnUT,ll-')PHESl3),DPR?(3) 
117 FCFMATdH , 37HP0SITIVE VOLUME SOURCE TERM' |E12.S|3X« 
110fCEVIATICN*|E12.:> 
»RITE(NOUT,l»8)PRESt4),DPRS(4) 
118 FCFttATIlH »37HP0SIT1VE INWARD SURFACE SCURCE TERM« , £ 1 2 , 5 , 3 * , 
U0HCEVIATION«,£12.5) ; 
»RlTE«N0UT,I19jP,r>P 
119 FCRMATdHOf 37HRES0NANCE INTEGRAL- ,E12.9 f 3X < 
HQl-OEVlATinN-.CtZ.«) .,:••-! 
H»#REA1«CCNCA/'S0UR ' :•' J 
F»M»P- ,. V-t i 
CP«t-14CP .;!>•:. 
«RtTE<NOUT,120|P,DP 
120 FC«KA1(1N0,37HRESCNANCE CAPTURE PF.OgAP.UITV> . 
l IC fCFVIATI ( lH* , r * * . f l 
»RITt(Nf>UT,12f»IQ 
125 FCF»*?HH(I,20HSTATISTICAL OUALITV>,tS) 
GCTrUt 
» C - i . 
l » ' H « J < 
,E12,S,S)«,^t 
f ! »r-VKI =I»<H 
f • ! S Srf.-TI »» u-4 
f




* - . \ , J " • 





S I N : » J . - « * * 2 
H = J Q B T ( S I N J 1 
CALL PANDLI IX ,R) 
I I = 1 ( 0 0 . * R * 1 . 
L = f l * T C O S ( f l ) 
V - H * - I S I N ( I 1 ) 
FE TURN 
EN C 
SUESOCTINE A N I S 
C G * N C k / c a M 3 / U t V l « > S 1 N 2 l I X , 1 C C S ( I O 0 0 ) > T S t N ( l 0 0 0 l i A H ( S ) l « S C P l . l l S l l J 
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14. APPENDIX IV: ESCAPE PROBABILITY P FOR INFINITE CYLINDERS 
o 
The development in sec. 3 indicated the need for efficient subroutines 
calculating the escape probability P_ as well as the collision probability 
P . Spanier and Gelbard ' suggest the methods to be applied here for both 
quantities. P is treated in this appendix, while P* is treated in Appen-
dix V. 
The escape probability P for a medium is the probability that an 
isotropic starter picked from a uniform distribution in the medium will 
escape from it uncollided. P for an infinite cylinder is a well-defined 
function of the optical radius C = » I . In fact it is given in terms of the 
modified Bessel functions by the following expression * ' 
P o ( 0 - f - { 2 [ C (I0K0 +I l K )) - 1 ] * IoK, - I,K0 + hh | . (47) 
the arguments of IQ, KQ, I,, K, being C. 
Spanier and Gelbord2' notice that 1/P0(C) is an almost linear func-
tion of C and give a table of this function for 0 < ( « 6; the arguments 
are C • 0, 0.05, 0.1, . . . . 0.95, 1.0, 1.2, . . . . 5.8, 6.0. They claim 
that linear interpolation in this table yields P to within 0.1%. Beyond 
the table range they recommend the expression 
*„<«> s ir m 
In MCSUP the above technique is utilized in constructing the subroutine 
"PO". However, in order to keep within the 0.1% accuracy for all C /'(*») 
was replaced by the following more accurate expression, obtained by r e -
taining one more term in the asymptotic expansion for P (C) ' 
*T1 i r n n in gimnlii snil nnllisii il'si Inliln linn s *sjil ^ •i»8lllM,JÉw>¥* 
n l M of 1/P0 at C - 1.4. 2.4. Md *.*, s h c ^ r ^ » / i W * ; ' ! « « ! , 
and 7.7059. 
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15. APPENDIX V: FOEL-TO-MODERATOR COLLISION PROBABILITY P * 
We now turn to discuss the calculation of the fuel-to-moderator coll i-
sion probability p , which occurs in (31) and (32). 
Also here we shall follow Spanier and Gelbard ', but only to a certain 
extent; we found it much more satisfactory to compute P by purely deter-
ministic methods instead of using Monte Carlo. 
P (E) is defined as the probability that a source neutron with energy E 
drawn from a uniform distribution in the fuel will make its first collision in 
the moderator. 
As the moderator cross section i s assumed energy independent, we 
first notice that P for a fixed configuration i s a function only of the opti-
cal radius C • a I of the fuel. 
As for P (Appendix IV) we want to construct a Uble of P (()> or 
rather 1 / P ( ( ) , this quantity behaving more linearly. This table i s of 
course not universal but depends on the actual configuration. This table 
has (like the 1/Potable) 46 entries with C • 0, 0.05, 0 . 1 , . . . . 0.95, 1.0, 
1.2, . . . , 5 .3 , S. 0, and linear interpolation should be quite adequate to 
find P* (Q for arbitrary C • Now Spanier and Gelbard 2 ) point out that it i s 
not necessary to calculate all the corresponding 4G P -values. They take 
advantage of Nordheim's approximate formula ' 




where G and G,(C) is the sticking probability ' ' for the moderator 
and fuel, respectively, and define a quantity ^( ( Iwhlch exactly satisfies 
the following equation 
> ' ( Q - P ° U ) Y " ( C > (51, 
M1-Ym(C)K<-Gf<C)) 
Due to (50), Y_(C) is s »lowly varying function of C< Now, G,(C) i s given 
by 2 ' 
G f ( C ) - 2 S P 0 ( « , •» <62) 
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so , assuming P (C) to be known, v (C) becomes a unique function of 
P ( ( ) . The idea i s now to compute (in some way) P (C) at rather few 
C-values, e. g. C « 0.6, 1.2, . . . . 6.0. Via (51) one obtains 10 corre-
sponding V -values, and linear interpolation in this coarse \ -table 
renders next a full, 46-entry table for Y_(C ), which finally, again via (51), 
i s converted to the desired 46-entry table for P (C) . 
Now it still remains to calculate P* (C) at C = 0.6, 1.2, . . . . 6 .0, 
and in doing so, we now digress from the exposition of Spanier and Gel-
bard ', who recommend a Monte Carlo procedure for this job. We have 
found that an approach, inspired by Carlvik ' ', yield a both faster and 
more accurate calculation scheme. 
Consider fig. 3 which shows a part of the infinite lattice system. P* 
may be expressed by the double integral 
\ J" da J dyl(y) ^-Ljpfy.a) (53) 
where p(y, a) i s the probability that a starter drawn uniformly from the 
chord of length l(y) after travelling in the direction a makes its first col-
lision in the moderator. Referring to the optical scale on the a-ray depitched 
in fig. 3 below, one can show that p(y, a) i s given by the expression 
I | [ H , ( V JOjey-aj J - [ Kig^j-Kij^+x) J 
p<y,o) • i i —— _ - .S&SL 
E.l(y) E«l(y) 
(54) 
where Kin(x) is the Bicfcley function 
* 11 
Hikkelsen ' has noticed a pronounced nunrtrnnm la the relative •jrror 
. of (50) in the range 0 { C < 0.8 for small cel ls , perhaps making tne 
a ^ v e procedare quewHonsMe for •nchc«IIs. w V h a w / j i c w ^ " « « " : 
vévMuMfsagr significant n r r « » fbrine" final emulat ion results. 
-44 -
*»•»-/ -p ( - s sr ) 
Then (S3) may be written 
(55) 
t a 
J do J dy e(y,a) =——j- | u | uj I U , U I (56) 
it'Sa' 
In the numerical calculation of the double integral (56), a discrete r e -
presentation is chosen for both variables: 
1) a-integration: 64 equidistant a-values in - — ( a ( £ 
2) y-integration: 8 non-equidistant y-values in 0 ( y ( a. 
The y-integration i s of the Gaussian type. We choose a weight function 
mimicking the behaviour of the integrand near y = 0. For small y, • (y, a) 
1/2 tends to be proportional to l(y) and thereby to y ' . Hence, by introducing 
the new variable x • (y/a) , one could hope that the Gaussian representation 
J" x f(x) dx = Y w. f(Xj) with J w. = I (57) 
o 1=1 i=l 
would yield a good apprcodmation to the integral in question. Ref. 18 gives 
tables of the x, and w. for different choices of n. With such a set of (xj, 
w.) one would then write 
J dy *(y,o) ~ 2 » 2, Wi » ' " » i ' o ) (58> 
o i»l 
where 1i " x, . In fact, (58) has proved to be a surprisingly accurate ap-
proximation, and It seems rather difficult to justify mathematically the 
success of this procedure, which has been used widely in collision prob-
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ability problems . In our case, n = 8 was found to give an adequate com-
promise between speed and precision. 
Hence, (56) is replaced by 
64 
16 (59) 




























We go a step further in refining the formula for F by reducing the 
discretization error. We observe that an expression quite similar to (59) 
exists for P _ : 
p o -
8 64 
wnr I wi 1 VaV«ji (60) 
where »Q i s the function «(y, a) appropriate for an isolated fuel rod; (54) 
gives 
Ths method should presumabJy be credited to B. T p * » # « r p d . | . ^ « | | -
vik, Swadca., .• -
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t.fr.aj-B.M-D.W-J.IHjW <6,> 
As we already have an efficient algorithm for P 0 to our disposal we 
recast (59) to the following form 
64 
I wi I «aV°j> 
_» - i"l i°1 . _ _ . P (62) p 3
-8 T* ° 
/ wi I »ofrVj1 
1=1 i«l 
Formula (62) has the further advantage of yielding the exact limit PQ when 
the cell expands towards the isolated fuel rod. 
The evaluation of the Ej-functions i s performed by the function sub-
nrogram BICS. developed originally by B. Tollander in connection with 
Carlvik's work6 ) . T U s procedure zeros Q , « for x > 10. and this leads 
to a natural truncation of the infinite ser ies in {54). 
The calculation technique suggested in this Appendix has been pro-
grammed as to form the subroutine PINCA. PINCA delivers the 46 P -
values discussed earlier. Computation of P*(C) by linear interpolation 
in the 1/P »-table so constructed is done by another subprogram, PS. For 
2) C » 6 PS uses the approximation 
P * ( C ) * P * ( 6 ) - £ t'63) 
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16. APPENDIX VI: A SELECTIVE INTEGRATION ROUTINE 
The evaluation of the integral (31) i s carried out by a special, se lec-
tive integration routine SEL1N. This was found useful because the integrand 
in (31) varies rather sharply around the resonance energy; as on« wishes 
to limit the number N of integrand computations (here, N » 1000 was 
chosen) It is important to make a selective choice of the corresponding N 
abscissas. 
SELIN does this in a crude, yet adequate manner. It works roughly in 
such a way that it divides the integration interval in a coarse equidistant 
subdivision. Thereafter, each of these subintervals A, i s submitted to a 
further subdivision in m. new subintervals 6 . . , m. being roughly propor-
tional to the derivative of the integrand at A.. Finally, Simpson's rule i s 
applied to all subintervals and the results added. SELIN is in no way an 
"optimal" routine, but has nevertheless proved useful in the calculation of 
various definite integrals with a pronounced variation of the integrand. 
SELIN is here supplied with function values from the function subpro-
gram FCT. 
17. APPENDIX VII: A FAST EXPONENTIAL ROUTINE 
During the Monte Carlo calculations performed by MCSUP it i s fre-
quently required to calculate the exponential e"x , or, more often, the 
function 1 - e~z. Cf course the standard exponential function available at 
the computer may be applied, but in view of the rather limited demands 
for precision in Monte Carlo calculations it is better policy to use a faster 
routine and aacrify some accuracy. Spanier and Gelbard ' recommend the 
U3e of the so-called g -function defined by 
g(x) = _ i _ (64) 
1-e~x 
After tabulating g(x) from « . g. 0 to 7 with steps of 6.2 i t i s possible; by 
linear interpolation to calculate g(x) to an accuracy within, 0,151, 
x > 7 they set 1 - e f sqoaf to one. 
'Another alternative t r t o eoBstriio>»simpte polyiwmisl approxtin^tlao 
- e ' x , and this method>p«rformed quite well on fce'lBM'foil'and (was 
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adopted in MCSUP as the function subprogram OEXP. It was decided to 
divide the interval 0 ( x ( 8 in four intervals in such a manner that third 
order polynomials chosen in the best possible way would yield absolute er -
rors of almost the same magnitude in the four intervals. "Best possible" 
is understood in the Chebyshev sense, i. e. one minimizes the max. absolute 
error in each interval. The relevant approximation formula i s given by 
Lance 7). 
exp(kx) = I0(k) + 2 £ ^(k) Tn(x) , -1 * x i i (65) 
where I is the modified Bessel function of first kind and order n, while 
T (x) is the Chebyshev polynomial of degree n. By truncating (65) at T , and 
making a variable transformation, this formula yields the polynomial coef-
ficients. After some numerical experimentation the interval subdivision and 
coefficients stated in OEXP (Appendix III) was obtained. The OEXP approxi-
mations are not quite those of the Chebyshev type, because small constant 
terms had been added in order to keep the mean arithmetic error in the 
whole range 0 ( x { 8 as low as possible, whereby 4 e"X ^ c 8 l c u l a t s < * 
by OEXP becomes 1 with a high degree of precision (OEXP sets 1 - e " x 
equal to one for x ) 8). 
The performance of the g-function method (G) and OEXP has been 
measured on an IBM 7094 (model I) with the result shown in the table below. 
nettotime (uS) 
for a single call 
root-mean-square error 
max. error 
abscissa for max. error 
»lean arithmetic error 






















The time for a call of the IBM 7094 standard function 1 - e ' x was 
found to 262 uS. 
18. APPENDIX VDI: OPTIMIZATION OF COMPUTER TIME 
FOR THE FOUR TYPES OF STARTERS 
The resonance absorption rate was in sec. 3 expressed as the sum of 
5 terms (eq. (40)), where one is deterministic and the remaining four are 
Monte Carlo terms. The combined Monte Carlo expression 
R • -I , - I2 + I3 + I 4 = R, + R2 + R3 + R4 (66) 
was composed of four mutually independent terms to be calculated separ-
ately according to the principles laid down in sec. 3. Now, some possibil-
ities exist for carrying out a more refined composition of the terms in (66). 
Spanier and Gelbard ' propose a sampling technique, where the initial en-
ergy E is sampled from a combined density function, derived from the 
four individual density functions, whereafter the category of starter is 
selected. This procedure implies saving of computer storage. 
In our case, small computing time rather than storage saving i s at a 
premium, and then another approach i s feasible. 
We still calculate the four terms in (66) separately, but we assume 
that a certain amount of computer time T i s at our disposal and try to 
find a division 
T » T , + T 2 + T 3 + T 4 , (67) 
where Tj is the time spent in calculation of R., so that a minimum-vari-
ance estimate of R i s obtained. We have 
4 
o2(R) » £ c2(R t) (68) 
1 




where the k. are known positive constants. Hence we minimize the func-
tional 
1 k 
-(T T T T,} = ) — <70> 
under the constraint (67). The method of Lagrange's multipliers yields 
easily the solution 
T - f?: T (7,) 
I^i 
In practice we have to estimate the k^ . This i s done in MCSUP by ap-
plying a preUminary computation with time length T' distributed equally 
with T,' * — to each type of starters. Preliminary variance estimates 
1 4 
o[2 S .2(HJ) (72) 
are used to calculate k. as 
k, - Ti O 
"i " x i i 






Hereafter the main calculation is executed. Utilizing also the pre-
liminary calculation, we have 
T" = Tj - T{ (75) 
where Tj i s the time spent in calculation of R. in the main calculation. 
The MCSUP program uses T' * Z and with this choice we finally 
obtain 
(76) 
19. APPENDIX IX: COMPUTER DEPENDENT FEATURES OP MCSUP 
MCSUP in its present form is intended for use on the D3M 7094 at the 
NEUCC center in Lyngby, Denmark. In view of the possibility of i ts use 
on other computers, we give in this appendix those features of the code 
that are specific for our system, and which perhaps have to be implement-
ed in other ways for other machines. 
19.1. The Timing Routine 
It i s essential that a timing routine i s available. The call i s of the 
type 
CALL TIME (ICLOCK) 
where the Integer ICLOCK measures the computer time in units of 1/60 
sec . The actual position of the zero on the time scale i s irrelevant for 
our purpose. 
19.2. The Random Number Generator 
The random number calls are of the type. 
- 52 -
CALL RAKDL (IX, R) 
23) 
In our case , a standard multiplicative generator ' i s used. IK is a c u r -
rent integer and i s not used (yet it has to be initialized, cf. the input d e -
scription in 6. 1). R is the resul t ing random number between 0 and 1. 
19 .3 . Input/Output Units 
The symbolic nos. of the input and output units a r e 5 and 6 for the 
IBM 7094 at NEUCC. Only the s tatements 
NEST = 5 
NOUT = 6 
(at the beginning of the code print-out, cf. Appendix IH) should be changed 
to fit other conventions. 
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